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Mankato Moms Blog Aims to Connect Local Moms
Local mom brings power of national parenting resource network to Southern Minnesota River Valley
August 21, 2017
MANKATO, Minn. A Mankato, Minnesota mom has launched a new connection point for her peers. M
 ankato Moms
Blog, under the ownership of Jessica Blais, launched August 16, 2017. Mankato Moms Blog highlights the great family
events the area has to offer as well as developing new events for moms and families.
Motherhood is wonderful and rewarding, but at times can be a trying and lonely road. Readers of M
 ankato Moms Blog
will be able to hear from other local moms and know they aren't alone. They will be able to read something written by
another mom in their area and say, “Me too!”
“In talking to other moms from Southern Minnesota, you often hear the same thing, 'It's so hard to make friends as a
mom!'” said Jessica Blais, Mankato Moms Blog owner. “A big goal of ours with Mankato Moms Blog is being able to
invite local moms to meet each other in a fun and friendly environment. I have found that having a network of other moms
that you can talk to about the triumphs and struggles of modern day parenting is a must for me, I hope to be able to give
area moms an outlet to foster those kinds of relationships.”
Mankato Moms Blog joins dozens of parenting resource websites across the country, through City Moms Blog Network.
Being a part of this sisterhood of like-minded “mom-prenuers,” Blais will have the power of experience at her fingertips.
“Mankato Moms Blog will not only bring the influence of local information to readers in Mankato, but it will be tapped
into the assets of dozens of mom-focused sites across the country,” said Stephanie Flies, City Moms Blog Network
founder and director. “Jessica Blais has caught a fantastic vision for the moms in her community and we are ready and
excited to support her in this journey with Mankato Moms Blog.”
In the coming days and weeks, Mankato moms can look forward being encouraged,
informed, and better connected to other local moms. Upcoming blog topics include: 3
Daytrips You Need To Fit In Before School Starts, Getting Ready for Kindergarten Advice from a Teacher, and 'Edutainment': A New Way to Look at the State Fair. For
more information on becoming a contributor, upcoming events or local parenting
information, please visit mankatomomsblog.com.
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Pronunciation guide:
o Blais = BLAZE
o Flies = FLEECE

Mankato Moms Blog is a parenting resource website that
supports and encourages moms in Mankato and the surrounding areas.
We are passionate about our community and the moms who live here.
mankatomomsblog.com
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